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CAUTION: READ THIS DOCUMENT AND KEEP IT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE!
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS OF AGE.
SMALL PARTS COULD BE SWALLOWED.

Maintenance instructions for your Jupiter®
- Congratulations! You have just purchased a real Jupiter® football table.
- Assemble the table in the room where you intend to use it. Once the table has
been assembled, it is more difficult to get it through a door. If you wish to move
the table to another room, it is recommended to remove the legs temporarily.
- Only use the original JGC balls to play.
- All persons standing around the table should be informed and aware of the fact
that they could hurt themselves or others as the linear movements of the bars
cause these to stick out.
- Prevent the rubber feet and the legs from getting wet when cleaning. The feet
could leave marks on some floors.
- For a long life of your table and non-stop playing fun, it is recommended to
observe the following simple instructions:
▪ The table was intended for indoor use and storage only. Do not place the
table into direct sunlight, in rooms which have a high humidity or near a
source of heat. Such circumstances might affect or damage irreparable the
table materials.
▪ Clean the table regularly. Wiping all surfaces with a damp cloth is sufficient.
For a more thorough cleaning, you can use any domestic detergent which
does not contain wax or abrasives.
▪ Cleaning of the playfield can be done with a degreasing product like ‘glasfoam’. In an exceptional case ‘synthetic thinner’ can be used. Never use
abrasives, they will damage the playfield!
▪ The slide bearings regularly need some ‘Jupiter Super Oil’ to stay supple and
fast. Pull the bar in your direction and apply some oil around the bar. Don’t
do this above the playfield! Now move the bar somewhat to the inside and
turn it a few times to the left and to the right to spread the oil in the bearing
and all over the bar. Repeat this for each of the 16 slide bearings.

-

On this appliance, nv JGC Café games offers a 12 month guarantee for
manufacturing defects.

nv John Gille Co shall not be responsible for any damage resulting from the non-compliance with these instructions
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